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Introduction: SPN is a rare, low-grade malignancy that accounts for 1-3% of all pancreatic
neoplasms and tends to affect young females. It can be asymptomatic or present with
abdominal pain, and surgical resection is the only curative treatment.
Methods: A retrospective study was conducted on patients with biopsy proven Solid
Pseudopapillary Neoplasm (SPN) of the pancreas between January 2016 and June 2021. The
study included 14 cases, including 7 resection specimens and 7 biopsies, and was conducted
at a tertiary referral center in Pakistan
Results: All 14 patients were female and ranged in age from 15 to 48 years old, with a mean
age of 24. The most common symptom was abdominal pain, and the head of the pancreas was
the most common location of the tumor. Tumor size ranged from 5 cm to 18 cm, and one
patient had lymph node involvement and two patients had hepatic metastasis. Most patients
received surgical treatment, and follow-up information was available for 8 out of the 14
patients, who were all alive with no recurrence or metastasis.
Conclusion: Due to its rarity, non-specific clinical presentation, and imaging findings, it can
be challenging to diagnose. There is a lack of data on SPN from South Asia, so this study
provides valuable insights into the occurrence and treatment of SPN in this region.

Introduction
Solid Pseudopapillary Neoplasm (SPN) is a rare low-grade neoplasm of the pancreas. World Health
Organization (WHO) Classification of Digestive System Tumors describes this neoplasm as having
poorly cohesive epithelial cells that form solid and pseudopapillary structures and lack a specific
pancreatic epithelial differentiation [1]. SPN accounts for 1-3% of all pancreatic neoplasms but the
incidence is rising due to increased use of cross-sectional imaging and better understanding of the
tumor [2]. It was first described by Franz in 1959 as pancreatic papillary cystic tumors and since
then has been known by many pseudonyms but was classified as solid pseudopapillary neoplasm by
the World Health Organization in 2010 [3]. These tumors have a predilection for young females
[4-6] and can have a wide age range from 2 to 85 years [5] but primarily affects them in their
second and third decades of life with a mean age of 22 years [7]. However, there is literature
reporting its occurrence in men at 3.9% and 6.6% [5, 8].
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SPN follows an indolent course and can either be asymptomatic or present with abdominal pain,
and less commonly as nausea, vomiting and weight loss. Just as its clinical presentation is variable,
the imaging features of SPNs are also nonspecific. It is oftentimes seen as a large, solitary, mostly
well-circumscribed and well demarcated lesion with either cystic, solid, or mixed component.
Histopathology, immunohistochemistry (IHC) and cytological evaluation are the mainstay of
diagnosis; and for differentiating it from other tumors of the pancreas [9]. The common features on
IHC include positivity for progesterone receptor, vimentin, α-1-antitrypsin, CD10, and β-catenin
while having rare or no atypia, mitosis, and Ki.67 [10, 11]. Histologically, these tumors show solid
areas alternating with a pseudopapillary pattern with cystic spaces which are the results of
degenerative changes occurring in the solid neoplasm [12]. According to some studies, SPN has a
predilection for head and tail of the pancreas but can occur anywhere in the pancreas [13, 14]. The
mean tumor size ranged from 4.7 to 9.5 cm based on a number of studies [15, 16]. Surgical
resection is the only curative treatment and has a very good prognosis with a five-year survival rate
of 94-97% [17]. Pancreaticoduodenectomy, distal pancreatectomy and enucleation are the
commonly performed surgical procedures [11, 18]. Recurrence and metastasis have been reported
in small percentage of cases (5-15%), especially in young patients with larger tumors and the most
common region being peritoneum and the liver [19-22]. It has been reported that even with local
invasion and unresectable metastasis, prognosis is favorable and long-term survival is achievable
[11, 23].

Due to its rarity, nonspecific clinical presentation, and inconsistent imaging findings, SPN can be
difficult to diagnose. There is a lack of data on SPN from South Asia, so our research aims to
present cases from a developing country in this region. This is important for physicians and
patients in Pakistan, as it provides insight into the behavior of this tumor in this population and
adds to the two previous reports that have described cases from this region.

Materials and Methods
A retrospective study was performed on all patients with biopsy proven solid pseudopapillary
neoplasm of the pancreas (SPN) at Shifa International Hospital, Islamabad, Pakistan between
January 2016 to June 2021. All patients were identified using a prospectively maintained
institutional registry. These included 7 resection specimens and 7 biopsies. A database of the
characteristics of these patients was developed and included patient demographics (age, gender,
symptoms), tumor characteristics (size, location, stage, nodal involvement, metastasis), treatment
(surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surveillance), follow-up status, histopathological findings,
immunohistochemical findings and imaging findings. Data was derived from medical and surgical
records, radiological investigations, and surgical pathology. Preoperative ultrasound (US) was
performed in four patients, computed tomography (CT) in nine patients, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) in one patient, ultrasound guided fine needle aspiration cytology (EUS-FNAC) in
four patients and fine needle biopsy (EUS-FNB) in three patients. For patients who underwent
resection, the date of their last follow up and latest living status was noted. The study was approved
by the Institutional Review Board for Human Research and Ethics Committee.

Results
Over a period of five years from January 2016 to June 2021, 14 cases of biopsy-proven SPN were
identified at Shifa International Hospital. Of these, 5 cases were referred from outside hospitals for
a second opinion. All the patients were females (100%). Mean age was 24 years (15-48).

The most common presenting symptom was abdominal pain. Other symptoms included nausea,
vomiting and weight loss. 10 patients (71%) presented with abdominal pain mostly centered at
epigastrium, 3 (21%) patients had additional symptoms of nausea and vomiting, 2 (12%) patients
reported weight loss and 2 (12%) patients had incidental diagnosis upon imaging. The head of the
pancreas was the most common location of the tumor in our patients. In 8 patients (57%), the
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tumor was in the head, in 3 patients (21%) the tumor was in the tail and in 2 patients (21%) the
tumor involved both the body and tail of the pancreas. Mean tumor size was 7 cm (5-18). 1 patient
had lymph node involvement and 2 patients had hepatic metastasis. In two patients who had
hepatic metastasis, location of primary tumor was tail in the first and tail and body in the second
patient (Table 1).

Patient No. Age/Gender Presentation Tumor
location

Size (cm) NodalInvasion DistantMetast
asis

Surgery

Patient 1 21/F Epigastric
Pain, vomiting

Tail 8.5 x 7.0 x 6.0 No No Pancreaticodu
odenectomy +
extended lymp
hadenectomy

Patient 2 15/F Abdominal
pain

Head 7.0 x 7.0 x 4.0 No No Pancreaticodu
odenectomy

Patient 3 16/F Epigastric
pain, weight
loss

Head 6.0 x 3.5 x 3.5 No No Pancreaticodu
odenectomy

Patient 4 25/F Right side
abdominal
pain, nausea,
vomiting

Head 10 x 9.0 x 7.0 No No Pancreaticodu
odenectomy

Patient 5 15/F Epigastric
pain,
weightloss,
nausea,
vomiting

Head 5.0 x 3.5 x 3.0 No No Pancreaticodu
odenectomy

Patient 6 48/F Incidental Head 6.5 x 6.1 x 5.4 No No Information
not available

Patient 7 32/F Abdominal
pain

Body + Tail 8.5 x 7.0 x 6.5 Yes (2/7)
Nodes
involved

Hepatic
Metastasis

Distal Pancrea
tectomy+
Splenectomy
+ Liverwedge
resection

Patient 8 26/F Abdominal
pain

Surgery 6.0 x 6.0 No No Distal pancrea
tectomy
+Splenectomy

Patient 9 15/F Abdominal
pain

Head 6.0 x 4.5 x 4.5 No No Pancreaticodu
odenectomy

Patient 10 21/F Right side
abdominal
pain

Tail + Body 18.0 x 15.0 x
8.2

No No Distal pancrea
tectomy
+Splenectomy

Patient 11 25/F Epigastric
pain

Head 5.0 x 5.0 No No Information
not available

Patient 12 26/F Incidental - - - - Information
not available

Patient 13 35/F Abdominal
pain

Tail - - Hepatic
Metastasis

Information
not available

Patient 14 22/F Epigastric
pain

Head - - - Information
not available

Table 1. Patient and Tumor Characteristics.  

On CT, the tumor appeared well circumscribed, well defined, and heterogenous encasing and
displacing the nearby vasculature. The mass appeared solid as well as cystic and oftentimes had
clustered internal calcifications (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Findings on a CT Scan. Picture “A” shows multiple liver lesions enhancing on arterial phase consistent
with metastasis. A large metastatic liver mass is shown by a red arrow. Picture “B” shows a large lobulated
heterogeneously enhancing mass in body and tail of pancreas with calcifications, it is encasing and obstructing
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the splenic vein and compressing the adjacent proximal small bowel as indicated by a red arrow. 

4 patients underwent EUS-FNAC and 3 underwent EUS-FNB. 19G and 22G needles were used to
perform FNAC and FNB. EUS guided FNAC or FNB diagnosed all 7 patients who underwent an
EUS.

Histologically, most of the tumor mass had a pseudopapillary architecture (71%) with areas of solid
as well as cystic degeneration (Table 2). 

Histological Features No of cases present Percentage (%)
Pseudopapillary architecture 10 71
Solid areas 10 71
Fibrosis 1 7
Hemorrhage 7 50
Necrosis 2 14
Cystic degeneration 4 29
Hyalinization 6 43
Cholesterol clefts 1 7
Mitotic activity 2 14
Eosinophilic cytoplasm 6 43
Calcification 1 7
Nuclear grooves 5 36
Infarction 2 14
Hemosiderin laden macrophages 3 21
Atypical cells 1 7
Table 2. Histological Features (n=14).  

In two cases, rare mitotic activity was noted and in one case atypical cells were found with high
nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio. Changes of hyalinization were noted in 6 cases, fibrosis in one,
hemosiderin laden macrophages in 3, cholesterol clefts and calcifications were seen in one case.
The immunohistochemical findings are summarized in (Table 3).

Immunohistochemical Features No of cases who were positive (%) No of cases who were negative (%)
Beta-Catenin 13 (93) –
Progesterone Receptor (PR) 6 (43) –
CD56 5 (36) –
CD10 2 (14) –
Synaptophysin 5 (36) 3 (21)
Chromogranin – 9 (64)
SOX-11 5 (36) –
Cyclin D1 1 (7) –
P16 1 (7) –
CAM 5.1 1 (7) –
Table 3. Immunohistochemical Features (n=14).  

9 (64%) out of the 14 patients had undergone surgery. Six patients had pancreaticoduodenectomy
(Whipple procedure), three patients had distal pancreatectomy with additional splenectomy, and
one patient with liver metastasis also had liver wedge resection in addition to distal
pancreatectomy and splenectomy. Of the nine patients who had surgery, eight were alive with no
reported recurrence during the follow-up period, which ranged from 4 weeks to 117 weeks. One
patient who had surgery was lost to follow-up. In addition, five patients referred from outside
hospitals had not undergone surgery at the time of their biopsy and were also lost to follow- up
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(Table 4). 

Follow-up Status in
Patients who
underwent
Resection (n=9)

     

Sr No Age at Resection Surgery(Yes/No) Year of Surgery Tumor Stage Follow-up Status
(weeks)

1 21 Yes 2018 pT4N0 Alive and well 21
weeks after
resection

2 15 Yes 2021 pT3N0 Alive and well 4
weeks after
resection

3 16 Yes 2018 pT4N0 Alive and well 117
weeks after
resection

4 25 Yes 2019 pT3N0 Alive and well 26
weeks after
resection

5 15 Yes 2020 pT3N0 Alive and well 34
weeks after
resection

6 32 Yes 2020 pT3N1M1 Alive and well 52
weeks after
resection

7 26 Yes 2019 - Alive and well 82
weeks after
resection

8 15 Yes 2019 - Alive and well 4
weeks after
resection

9 21 Yes 2021 pT3N0 No follow-up
information
available

Patients in whom
information
regarding
Resection and
Follow-up was not
available (n=5)

     

 Age at Diagnosis Surgery Year of Diagnosis Tumor Stage Follow-up
information

10 48 Not known 2018 - No further
information
available

11 25 Not known 2021 - No further
information
available

12 22 Not known 2020 - No further
information
available

13 35 Not known 2020 - No further
information
available

14 26 Not known 2019 - No further
information
available

Table 4. Follow-up Status in Patients.  

None of the patients in our cohort received chemotherapy or radiotherapy.
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Discussion
SPN is a low-grade pancreatic neoplasm that accounts for 1-2% of all exocrine pancreatic tumors
and less than 10% of the cystic tumors of the pancreas [24]. It predominantly affects young females
in their second and third decades of life with male to female ratio of 1:5.3– 9.78 [5]. There is now
literature reporting its occurrence in men and in children [8]. Another study found similar
clinicopathological correlation upon comparing men and the pediatric population, however better
survival outcomes were reported in children [25]. Wu (2020) reported a peak incidence at
approximately 64 years old with a poorer prognosis in men. Our study consisted of a female
population with an age range of 15 to 48 years and a mean age of 24 years [26].

SPN has a nonspecific presentation with the most common symptom being abdominal pain, in our
study the pain was mostly centered at the epigastrium. Less frequently SPN can also present with
weight loss, nausea, vomiting, an enlarging mass, or compression symptoms caused by the growing
tumor. SPN can also be completely asymptotic and oftentimes discovered incidentally on the
abdominal imaging. Similarly, the preoperative tumor markers (AFP, CEA, CA 19–9 and CA 125)
are also normal [27]. Although SPN has been reported from all parts of the pancreas, in our study
head was the most common location. On a cut surface SPN may show areas of cystic changes,
extensive necrosis and hemorrhage with tumor being large and well demarcated [28]. Invasion of
locoregional lymph nodes and adjacent structures is rare. In our study 2 patients had duodenal wall
invasion and 2 patients had adjacent lymphovascular invasion.

CT is the most frequently performed imaging modality [5, 29]. In our study CT findings showed
large lobulated, well-defined lesions displacing and compressing the adjacent structures as shown
in (Figure 1). It has been reported in the literature that capsule and intramural hemorrhage are
more specific characteristics of SPN; and hence, CT and MRI are superior to US in diagnosing
SPNs [30]. On US, the tumor typically appears as a homogeneous hypoechoic mass which is either
solid, cystic, or mixed and sometimes can only be solid looking with calcifications and internal
septations [31, 32]. SPN has uncertain cellular differentiation. Mehta (2010) [33] studied
cytomorphological features of SPN on FNAC and found that the smears demonstrated
hypercellularity along with abundant papillary fragments, discohesive and monomorphic tumor
cells with foamy macrophages in the background. FNAC performed in our patients’ demonstrated
smears which were moderately cellular with nests of tumor cells arranged in pseudopapillary
pattern. 

Histologic patterns on large biopsy resected specimens demonstrated features of a pseudopapillary
architecture with areas of solid as well as cystic degeneration and tumor cells having eosinophilic
cytoplasm with moderate cellularity, nuclear grooves, and areas of hemorrhage (Figure 2, Figure
3). 

Figure 2. Features on Histopathology and Immunohistochemistry; A, Liver tissue showing infiltration by SPN
(H/E, original magnification 10x); B, Synaptophysin immunostaining in the metastatic tumor (IHC, original
magnification 10x); C, Section from the primary tumor showing pseudopapillary structures (H/E, original
magnification 10x); D, Strong nuclear B-catenin immunostaining in the tumor cell (IHC, original magnification
10x). 

Figure 3. Features on Histopathology. A, Classic morphology of SPN with pseudo papillae showing fibrovascular
cores (H/E, original magnification 10x); B & C, SPN showing perineural (PNI) and lymphovascular invasion (LVI)
respectively (H/e, original magnification 20x); D, Section from the EUS biopsy showing solid nests of tumor cells
(H/E, original magnification 20x). 

IHC is key in confirming the diagnosis of SPN. IHC markers used to make a diagnosis of SPN
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include β-catenin, Progesterone receptor (PR), CD56, vimentin, CD10, CD99, alpha-1 antitrypsin
and synaptophysin [15, 34]. Progesterone receptor is positive in most cases as was reported too, in
which it was performed and positive in all 6 cases, however its negative staining is negatively
associated which indicates worse prognosis, poor disease-free survival (DFS), poor disease specific
survival (DSS) and is predictive of poor prognosis [34, 35].

SPN of the pancreas is treated with surgery, the only curative option and mainstay of the treatment
with excellent prognosis and a 5-year survival rate of up to 97% [36-38]. Resection with
microscopic clear margins is desired [39, 40]. The type of surgical procedure depends on tumor
size and location. Tumors of the head of the pancreas are usually resected through
Pancreaticoduodenectomy (Whipple) [41]. 5 patients in our series who had SPN of the head of the
pancreas were treated with Whipple procedure. Tumors of the tail and body are treated with distal
pancreatectomy with or without splenectomy depending on the involvement of the splenic
vasculature and hilum. For the tumors located in the neck of the pancreas, it is recommended to
perform central pancreatectomy with distal pancreaticojejunostomy or pancreaticogastrostomy [42,
43]. For small tumors located distant from the pancreatic duct, enucleation can be done, however,
it is associated with an elevated risk of pancreatic fistula [42]. Although SPN is generally a low-
grade malignant tumor with a low risk of becoming more aggressive, approximately 10-15% of
cases have the potential to metastasize. The role of lymphadenectomy is still unclear, however, if
locoregional or distant nodes are involved intraoperatively, these should be removed.
Metastasectomy of the liver can be performed at the time of primary resection or at the time of
recurrence [39]. The prognosis of SPN is generally good following resection and aggressive therapy
[44]. It has been reported that even with metastasis and recurrence after surgical resection, the
prognosis is good as was in our patient who had hepatic metastasis. Following treatment; annual
surveillance has been suggested for at least 5 years [45]. SPN can mimic any solid or cystic
neoplasms of the pancreas in young females. Differentials include pseudocyst, serous cystadenoma,
mucinous cystic neoplasm, pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor [46].

WHO-defined criteria for classification of solid pseudopapillary carcinoma includes angioinvasion,
perineural invasion, deep infiltration into the surrounding tissue and metastasis. Wang (2021) [47]
evaluated the predictive value of the WHO criteria for malignant potential of SPNs from the
perspective of surgical prognosis and found out that “microscopic infiltrative growth” correlated
significantly with the WHO criteria for malignancy. Another study found the adverse prognostic
factors to be male gender, positive lymph nodes, R1 margins and lymphovascular invasion [29]. The
role of Ki-67 has been uncertain and controversial in predicting the malignant potential of SPN
[48]. Some studies correlate a Ki-67 of more than 5% to be associated with tumor recurrence while
other studies report expression of Ki-67 along with histological features, such as extensive necrosis,
nuclear atypia, and high mitotic rate to be associated with aggressive behavior [49]. In our study
only one patient had a Ki-67 of 5-10% with locoregional lymph node involvement and liver
metastasis who underwent distal pancreatectomy with splenectomy and liver wedge resection, he
reported no recurrence on follow up 1 year later.

Surgical resection is the only curative option for SPN of the pancreas, however in the cases
involving distant spread of the tumor, resection is not performed, and other options are considered
including therapeutic interventions. However, the role of radiotherapy and chemotherapy is not
well defined in the literature. Some studies have reported adjuvant chemotherapy in unresectable
cases with superior results and others have reported SPN to be responsive to radiotherapy in
unresectable tumors [50, 51]. None of the patients in our cohort received adjuvant or neoadjuvant
chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Neoadjuvant chemoradiation with 5- fluorouracil and gemcitabine
have been reported for preoperative downstaging [52]. Similarly, Hah (2007) [53] reported a
preoperative chemotherapeutic treatment with cisplatinum, ifosfamide, etoposide, and vincristine
followed by intraoperative radiofrequency ablation of metastatic liver lesion and complete surgical
resection of the primary tumor, to be effective. Multiple and extensive liver metastasis can also be
attempted to be treated by trans arterial chemoembolization (TACE) with gemcitabine and lipoidal
followed by gelfoam embolization as reported in a study by Prasad et al., (2015) [54].
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There are several limitations to our study that should be acknowledged. Firstly, we were unable to
follow up on the unresected cases due to the retrospective nature of our study. Another limitation is
the small sample size of our study, and finally, we had a shorter follow-up period for resected cases,
particularly those diagnosed in 2020 and later.

SPN of the pancreas is a rare tumor entity with low malignant potential that typically affects young
women and has favorable prognosis even in the presence of distant metastasis. It can pose a
significant diagnostic dilemma and pre-operative EUS FNA/B can help in confirming pre-operative
diagnosis.
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